We present a method to accelerate the evaluation of the likelihood in gravitational wave parameter estimation. Parameter estimation codes compute likelihoods of similar waveforms, whose phases and amplitudes differ smoothly with frequency. We exploit this by precomputing frequency-binned overlaps of the best-fit waveform with the data. We show how these summary data can be used to approximate the likelihood of any waveform that is sufficiently probable within the required accuracy. We demonstrate that 60 bins suffice to accurately compute likelihoods for strain data at a sampling rate of 4096 Hz and duration of T = 2048 s around the binary neutron star merger GW170817. Relative binning speeds up parameter estimation for frequency domain waveform models by a factor of ∼ 10 4 compared to naive matched filtering and ∼ 10 compared to reduced order quadrature.
We present a method to accelerate the evaluation of the likelihood in gravitational wave parameter estimation. Parameter estimation codes compute likelihoods of similar waveforms, whose phases and amplitudes differ smoothly with frequency. We exploit this by precomputing frequency-binned overlaps of the best-fit waveform with the data. We show how these summary data can be used to approximate the likelihood of any waveform that is sufficiently probable within the required accuracy. We demonstrate that 60 bins suffice to accurately compute likelihoods for strain data at a sampling rate of 4096 Hz and duration of T = 2048 s around the binary neutron star merger GW170817. Relative binning speeds up parameter estimation for frequency domain waveform models by a factor of ∼ 10 4 compared to naive matched filtering and ∼ 10 compared to reduced order quadrature.
PACS numbers:
Introduction: Parameter estimation is a crucial step in extracting astrophysical information from gravitational wave (GW) signals. This process involves repeatedly evaluating the likelihood of the data with waveforms that are small perturbations from the best-fit waveform (as opposed to detection). A naïve computation of the likelihood requires a fine grid of frequencies, since typical gravitational waveforms oscillate rapidly with frequency. This process is computationally expensive, especially when analyzing long chunks of strain data with high sampling rates. Significant efforts have been invested in improving the parameter estimation methods, primarily in order to reduce the runtime of waveform generation and matched filtering to the data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In this letter, we present a conceptually and practically simple way to speed up likelihood evaluations for GW signals. The key idea is that sampled waveforms with non-negligible posterior probability are all very similar to each other in the frequency domain, and differ only by smoothly varying perturbations. If we work directly with the ratios of the candidate and fiducial waveforms in the frequency domain, we can operate with a lower resolution without losing accuracy in computing the likelihood (and hence the name 'relative binning'). Figure 1 shows the waveforms of two binary neutronstar mergers that differ in the detector-frame chirp mass by one part in a thousand; Even this tiny change to the parameters reduces the inner product of the two waveforms to such an extent that a converged posterior sampler would never have to sample both of them. We see that even the ratio between such widely separated waveforms varies smoothly with frequency (unlike the waveforms themselves).
We exploit this similarity by computing summary data in very coarse frequency bins for a fiducial waveform, * Electronic address: bzackay@ias. 
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Solid lines show the frequency domain waveform for an equal-mass binary neutron-star merger with chirp mass (detector frame) M det = 1.1975 M . The dashed lines show the ratio between the perturbed (h) and the original (h) waveforms when the chirp mass increases by 10 −3 M , keeping all other parameters fixed. The range of frequencies corresponds to one bin in our binning scheme. We observe that this ratio varies smoothly with frequency, and is very well approximated by a linear function.
which we choose to be the one that maximizes the likelihood, although in principle it can be any waveform that closely resembles the best-fit solution. We show that the summary data can be used to accurately compute the likelihood of any waveform that is sufficiently close to the fiducial one. Finally, we demonstrate that this dramatically reduces the number of frequency bins required to compute the data likelihood for a neutron-star merger event by approximately four orders of magnitude compared to the naive computation. Existing solutions for fast likelihood computation such as multiband interpolation and reduced order quadrature (Refs. [6, 7] ) try to arXiv:1806.08792v2 [astro-ph.IM] 2 Aug 2018 capture the structure of all possible waveforms in some broad category. Despite their great ingenuity, those solutions still require an order of magnitude more summary statistics than relative binning does. This is primarily because waveforms with different numbers of cycles in the detector sensitive band are nearly orthogonal. The idea of summarizing the data relative to some fiducial waveform was previously presented in Ref. [8] , in a different context (efficient detection of compact binary mergers using matched filtering). The unequal sizes of the frequency bins, the method of choosing the bins, and the linear approximation within, are all novel and crucial for accelerating parameter estimation. Together, these reduce the required number of bins, and consequently speed up parameter estimation by more than an order of magnitude.
Relative binning: Denoting by d(f ) the signal measured in one gravitational wave detector, h(f ) the true waveform of the GW source, and n(f ) the detector noise described by a stationary Gaussian random variable with a one-sided power spectrum density (PSD) S n (f ), we
We adopt the convention of the discrete Fourier transform-the frequency f takes discrete values from the reciprocal grid of a time-domain sequence of length T , and all frequency-domain strains are dimensionless. For simplicity, we only consider the dominant quadrupolar ( = 2) components of the gravitational waves.
Assume that we only have to compute the likelihood for "similar" waveforms h(f ) such that the complex-valued ratio r(f ) = h(f )/h 0 (f ) is smooth in frequency, where h 0 (f ) is the fiducial waveform. Inside a single frequency bin b = [f min (b), f max (b)], a linear interpolation is a good approximation if the bin width is sufficiently small, i.e.,
where f m (b) is the central frequency of the bin and terms
In practice, the bin coefficients r 0 (h, b)'s and r 1 (h, b)'s can be efficiently derived from the values of r(f ) at the bin edges. Evaluating the likelihood requires us to compute the following generic complex-valued overlaps:
We need both the real part and the imaginary part of Z[d(f ), h(f )] to analytically marginalize or maximize with respect to an overall f -independent wave phase φ c . Similarly, we need to compute Z[h(f ), h(f )] to analytically marginalize or maximize with respect to an unknown normalization of the waveform. We can efficiently compute
for a large number of sampled h(f )'s by preparing the following summary data: We note that the authors suggest up-sampling to the full FFT grid while computing the complex overlaps.
These summary data are computed at maximal resolution. For a given test waveform h(f ), we only need to supply one pair of coefficients r 0 (h, b) and r 1 (h, b) for each frequency bin, which encode the deviation of h(f ) from the fiducial h 0 (f ). The advantage is that the total number of evaluations needed to compute the coefficients r 0 (h, b) and r 1 (h, b) is small, on the order of the number of frequency bins, when a frequency-domain waveform model is available. We can then compute the complex-valued overlaps using
achieving an accuracy at linear order in (f − f m (b)).
Choice of binning scheme: We now discuss how to choose a minimal set of frequency bins in order to achieve a given tolerance on the accuracy of likelihood evaluation.
Consider the phase Ψ(f ) = arg[h(f )] expressed in terms of a sum of power laws
where each coefficient α i encodes the effect of one or a few of the intrinsic or extrinsic parameters of the GW source. The form of Eq. (8) is motivated by post-Newtonian theory [9] . For instance, the chirp mass M det enters from the leading order with γ i = −5/3, the symmetric mass ratio η enters from the 1PN order with γ i = −1, and the leading order effect of spins has γ i = −2/3. For compact stars, tidal deformation enters with γ i = 5/3 and beyond. Moreover, a change in the merger time corresponds to phase shifts with γ i = 1.
In order for the likelihood to remain substantial after parameters are perturbed from the best-fit solution, a single term in Eq. (8) should not vary by more than a few phase cycles. This allows the absolute value of the coefficient α i to change by at most δα
where we have added a factor of sgn(γ i ) to account for the worst-case scenario in which the signs of α i 's conspire to produce the maximum possible differential phase change with frequency. Thus, we can divide [f min , f max ] into bins based on the criterion that the differential phase change within each bin f ∈ [f min (b), f max (b)] is no more than some small number in radians,
This algorithm for determining the bins does not require detailed physics knowledge about the values of the α i 's.
Comparison to other works: A good metric for comparing our method to past works is the number of frequency domain waveform evaluations required to compute the likelihood to sufficient precision. Table I presents such a comparison. We denote by L(h(f )) the likelihood of the data given h(f ), we further denote the difference between computing the log-likelihood exactly and computing it using the binned data by ∆ ln L bin (h(f )). Assuming that we have picked the fiducial waveform h 0 (f ) to be the maximum likelihood waveform, we denote it's likelihood by L max . Our method naturally produce likelihood errors that could be expressed using
because both the log-likelihood difference and the binning error scale quadratically with the amplitude of any phase perturbation. We aim for β < 0.01, which is similar to that adopted in Ref. [6] ). This requires 62 bins, and hence 124 complex multiplications to apply for com-
If we approximate the likelihood function locally as a multivariate Gaussian, this implies that the approximation bias to any inferred parameter is less than ≈ β = 1% of its own standard deviation. Moreover, other effects, such as the finite size of the independent samples sampled from the posterior distribution, produce comparable errors. Note that in principle
, and is therefore disregarded from the complexity analysis. We comment that Ref. [7] aimed at much more stringent levels of accuracy in representing the waveforms (up to 5 × 10 −12 in terms of the relative accuracy ≈ ∆ ln L/ ln L). By examining Fig 4. in Ref. [7] , we see that reducing the accuracy goal to a more moderate value (such as the criterion we adopt here, which is sufficient for any practical purpose) does not proportionally reduce the dimension of the basis. To achieve acceptable accuracy reduced order quadrature would still need more than 10 3 components. We can intuitively understand this as the consequence of the thousands of cycles that neutron star mergers have within the LIGO band, to accurately capture which requires roughly ∼ 10 3 independent components.
If accuracy needs to be improved, two possible strategies can be adopted. One way is to simply increase the number of bins. Alternatively, one can extend Eq. (1) to polynomials of higher degree, in which case the procedure to construct and apply summary data generalizes in a straightforward manner. We find that if the phase error within each bin is smaller than one radian, it is preferable to increase the order, and that if it is larger then more bins are required.
We apply the binning technique to the parameter estimation for the double neutron-star (NS) event GW170817 [10] using the publicly available strain data from both LIGO detectors [11] . This event requires the finest matched-filter search in the parameter space among all LIGO detections to date, and thus parameter estimation is computationally much more demanding than in the binary black hole case.
The relative binning technique allows us to analyze the full T = 2048 s stream of cleaned strain data at a sampling rate of 4096 Hz. We coupled our likelihood code to the Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler emcee [12, 13] and generated estimates of the posterior distributions of the parameters. We adopt the same waveform model and priors as in the latest analysis presented by LIGO [14] , and obtain statistically similar posteriors. We present the final inferred posteriors, and technical details regarding waveform generation, sampling strategy, choice of parameters, and priors in a separate note [15] .
We measure the accuracy of the relative binning method by computing the likelihood using both the binned summaries and the un-binned data. Figure 2 shows the error and the absolute value of the loglikelihood for ≈ 30000 different parameter combinations that are sampled in the chains. We use common maximization routines to select a fiducial waveform h 0 that is very close, but not necessarily identical, to the bestfit one, ln L max − ln L h0 ≈ 0.07. For this reason, the error approaches zero near the maximum value of the log-likelihood ln L max ≈ 573.17. Waveforms that deviate significantly from the best-fit one have lower absolute val- We compute the log-likelihood for the GW170817 data from both LIGO detectors, using frequencies from 23 Hz to 1000 Hz. The fiducial waveform h0 used is a waveform very close but not equal to the best-fit solution.
The dots are computed using posterior samples of parameter combinations from the output of the MCMC run. We show the quadratic improvement in the accuracy as the bin number roughly doubles from 62 (red) to 104 (blue).
ues of the log-likelihood and larger binning errors. For linear interpolation (as in Eq. (1)), the relation happens to be linear because both the reduction in log-likelihood and the binning error scale quadratically with the magnitude of the perturbation. We can achieve the required accuracy of β 0.01 in Eq. (11) using only 62 bins (using χ = 1 and = 0.5 rad). Figure 2 also shows that we can increase the accuracy by using more bins (alternatively, we can use a higher-order interpolation scheme). Simulating detector noise: We can also use the binning method to efficiently simulate the effect of Gaussian detector noise without explicitly generating individual Fourier components. For this application, we replace the data stream d(f ) with h p (f ) + n(f ), where h p (f ) is some injected physical waveform and n(f ) is the detector noise. The summary data B 0 (b) and B 1 (b) are not modified. We can pre-compute the contributions to the summary data A 0 (b) and A 1 (b) from the injection by replacing d(f ) with h p (f ) in Eqs. (3)- (4) . Corrections to A 0 (b) and A 1 (b) due to n(f ) are themselves Gaussian random variables
For given bin b, the two variables should be drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance:
In practice, this substantially simplifies feasibility studies for measurements using gravitational wave data.
Concluding remarks: We conclude that parameter estimation of gravitational wave mergers can be dramatically accelerated using relative binning. If we need to test a new waveform model against the data, we can readily obtain the likelihood from the precomputed summary data (provided we can easily compute the ratio between the test waveform and the fiducial waveform, see Eq. (1)). A possible exception would be the case where the test waveform has sharp frequency-domain features that are unresolved by binning. Further, we anticipate that the importance of relative binning would increase with the duration of detected events, as expected with the advancement of the LIGO detectors and with the construction of LISA.
Ultimately, in our method, we require two complex numbers per frequency bin for each waveform in order to compute the likelihood. We can further reduce the dimensionality of the binned relative waveforms using singular-value-decomposition. When applied to GW170817, we found that about 10-20 components should be sufficient to approximate all waveforms. It may be possible to use this to further speed up the likelihood evaluation using reduced order quadrature (however, the approximation basis will then depend on the particular waveform family).
We comment that it is possible to implement relative binning also in time domain waveform models by working with the 'complexified' waveforms h c (t) = h + + ih × instead of the individual polarizations by computing Z(d(f ), h c (f )) using the inner product t (F −1 [d/S n ](t)h(t) (where d/S n is computed in the frequency domain, and F −1 is an inverse Fourier transformation). We also comment that the binning technique can be generalized to account for non-quadrupolar modes, but this would require a different set of bins for each mode as different modes are highly oscillatory with respect to each other.
The relative binning method should facilitate fast gravitational wave data analysis without access to substantial computational resources. In addition, the algorithm we have presented is very elementary, and requires neither advanced knowledge of data sampling methods nor sophisticated basis-reduction pipelines.
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